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Outline
 ATLAS-CMS combined: 

Signal strengths 
Coupling modifiers (k-framework) 
Rare decays 

 Fiducial and Differential cross sections 

 BSM Higgs  
 High mass diphoton

Run 1 datasets: 
~5 fb-1 at 7 TeV (2011) 
~20 fb-1 at 8 TeV (2012)  

Run 2 dataset: ~3 fb-1
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ATLAS+CMS 
Combined measurements
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Production and decay

SM ggF, ttH, bbH theory uncertainty: ~10% VBF, VH: 2-3%    BR uncertainty ~5% on leading channels

bb

WW

gg ZZ ττ cc γγ
Zγ

Main production processes 
ggH& VBF& VH& nH&

Sep&1,&2015& Marco&Pieri&UC&San&Diego& 10&

Pp&collisions&
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Combination framework
General assumptions: 

1) the signal comes from only 1 particle 
2) SM Higgs boson hypothesis 0+ and in terms of its production and decay kinematics  

3) narrow width approximation is valid (production/decay decoupled) 

(� ·BR)(i ! H ! f) =
�i · �f

�H
i = production mode ; f = decay channel ; ΓH  = total width = sum of all partial widths

Basically all experimental systematics between the experiments are assumed uncorrelated 
(impact tested). Main correlations through theory uncertainties on production σ and BR.  
In total we combine ~100 categories per experiment with ~4200 nuisance parameters. 

All analyses use categories to optimize sensitivity 
The signal yield in category k,  nsignal(k) is computed as:

Luminosity
production/decay 

modifiers Acceptance
Efficiency
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Signal strength measurements

The most constrained model used is to use only one overall μ (same also for 7 and 8 TeV)

stat     = statistical uncertainty  
thsig = theory uncertainty on the signal model 
thbgd   = theory uncertainty on the background predictions 
expt    = all other experimental uncertainties (+finite MC statistics) 

⇒ Compatible with SM : the most precise test so far o(10%) 
VERY model dependent and there could be all sorts of compensations acting

We combine {ggF, VBF, VH, ttH} ⊗ {H→γγ, H→ZZ, H→WW, H→bb, H→μμ, H→ττ} 
(not included ggF/VBF for H→bb and VH/ttH for H→μμ) 
All remaining production ⊗ decay modes end up in other channels (e.g. tHq in ttH)
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ggF production, H → ZZ, H → WW, and H → γγ decay channels 
already above 5σ separately for each experiment 

Combined significances
Because results on single channels are dominated by (uncorrelated) statistical uncertainties,  
combining ATLAS+CMS increases by √2 the sensitivity
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Production processes
Assume all BR as in the SM (μf =1) and 
test the production mechanisms

p-value = 24%

largest deviation: ttH ~2.3σ wrt SM

p-value = 60%

Signal strength µ: production, decay 

•  Signal&strengths&in&different&channels&are&consistent&with&1&
(SM)&

•  Largest&difference&in&nH:&2.3σ&excess&with&respect&to&SM&
Sep&1,&2015& Marco&Pieri&UC&San&Diego& 17&

SM2BRs2assumed22 SM2producAon2σ2assumed2

SM2pCvalue2
25%2

SM2pCvalue2
60%2

Global2μ&

downward fluctuation Hbb

Assume all production cross section as 
in the SM (μi =1) and test the decays
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Production processes

μfVBF+VH coupling to bosons VBF + VH 
μfggF+ttH coupling to fermions ggF + ttH 

5 x 2 parameters  

Combination of contours would require 
additional hypothesis on BR

p-value = 88%
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k-framework

Coupling modifiers: “k-framework” (kappa-framework) = multipliers at amplitude level 
introduced to parametrise possible deviation from SM. They are defined as

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHXSWG
Parametrization defined by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group

Sensitive to interference effect in loops
e.g. negative interference between: 
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Figure 4: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson production in association with a single top quark:
(a,b) tHq and (c,d) tHW .
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Figure 5: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson decays (a) to W and Z bosons and (b) to fermions.
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Figure 6: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson decays to a pair of photons.

2.2. Signal Monte Carlo simulation

All analyses use MC samples to model the Higgs boson production and decay kinematics, and to estimate
acceptance and selection e�ciency. Table 3 summarises the event generators used by ATLAS and CMS
for the

p
s = 8 TeV data analyses.

The main features of the signal simulation are recalled here; for more details, the reader is referred to the
individual publications:

• for ggF and VBF both experiments use P����� [30–34] for the event generation, interfaced either
to P�����8 [35] (ATLAS) or P�����6.4 [36] (CMS) for the simulation of the parton shower, of the
hadronisation, and of the underlying event, referred to in the following as UEPS (underlying event
and parton shower).

• in the case of W H and Z H production, both experiments use leading-order (LO) event generators
for all quark-initiated processes, namely P�����8 in ATLAS and P�����6.4 in CMS. A prominent
exception is the more sensitive H ! bb decay channel, for which ATLAS uses P�����/P�����8,
while CMS uses P�����/H�����++ [37]. The ggZ H production process is also important to
consider, even though it contributes only approximately 8% to the total Z H production cross

7

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHXSWG
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Fermion/Vector couplings

(the other two quadrants are 
symmetric wrt (0,0) because we’re 
only sensitive to products of two 
kappas) 
 

~5σ exclusion of kF<0

Assume no new particles in the 
loops and BRBSM = 0 

Define:  
κV = κZ = κW  
κF = κt = κτ = κb  

Total 2 x 5 parameters
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kg, kγ

Suppose all tree level decays are SM,  
test BSM in production/decay “loops”: 

κW = κZ = κb = κt = κτ =1 

test κγ, κg 

p-value = 82%
Test effective couplings for κγ, κg 

κg κγ

effective couplings
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κZ, κW, κt, κτ, κb, κµ 

Because κγ~1and κg~1, assume no BSM in loops and fit all the other coupling modifiers:  
 κZ, κW, κt, κτ, κb, κμ 

p-value = 65%

Both ATLAS and CMS measure a low κb, Γ is dominated by Γbb 
and remembering that μ = 1.09 ± 0.11 pulls down all the BRs 

no BSM in 
loops

~3σ
< ~7xSM
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Rare decays
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Rare decays
BR(H→μμ) ~ 2 10-4 ; UL (σ/σSM)~7 x SM (5σ discovery with 1000 fb-1) 

8Blois 2016

Rare decay: H→μμ
◎ Coupling to 2

nd
 generation fermions

◎ Small Br ~10
-4
, mass resolution of ~2 GeV

◎ Search for small peak in m
μμ

 on top of 

continuum background
○ Bg. dominated by Z/γ*→μμ

○ Fit in many categories with different S/B

◎ Observed limits ~7 x SM prediction 

○ Very high statistic required, O(1)ab
-1
, for 

>5σ discovery – case for HL-LHC

ATLAS: Phys. Lett. B738 (2014), 68 CMS: Phys. Lett. B744 (2015), 1848Blois 2016

Rare decay: H→μμ
◎ Coupling to 2

nd
 generation fermions

◎ Small Br ~10
-4
, mass resolution of ~2 GeV

◎ Search for small peak in m
μμ

 on top of 

continuum background
○ Bg. dominated by Z/γ*→μμ

○ Fit in many categories with different S/B

◎ Observed limits ~7 x SM prediction 

○ Very high statistic required, O(1)ab
-1
, for 

>5σ discovery – case for HL-LHC

ATLAS: Phys. Lett. B738 (2014), 68 CMS: Phys. Lett. B744 (2015), 184

BR(H→ee) ~ 5 10-9 ;  
UL on BR   ~ 3.7 105 x SM 
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Rare decays 
SM BR(H→Zγ) ~ 1.5 10-3 ; UL (σ/σSM)~10 x SM

27

Probe loop in alternative way to HÆgg
• Selection
OS same flavour leptons ; g ; Separation DR(l ; g)>thr (suppr. FSR ZÆllg)
mll>thr (suppr. FSR ZÆllg, HÆgg w/ conversion) ; mllg~mZ

HÆZ(ll)g, Run 1

• Limits : mH=125 GeV

CMS : ≈10xSM (≈9 exp)

• Limits : mH=125 GeV : 
9.5xSM (10xSM exp)

mll<thr (suppr. HÆZg)

ATLAS : 11xSM (≈9 exp)

HÆg*gÆllg

27

Probe loop in alternative way to HÆgg
• Selection
OS same flavour leptons ; g ; Separation DR(l ; g)>thr (suppr. FSR ZÆllg)
mll>thr (suppr. FSR ZÆllg, HÆgg w/ conversion) ; mllg~mZ

HÆZ(ll)g, Run 1

• Limits : mH=125 GeV

CMS : ≈10xSM (≈9 exp)

• Limits : mH=125 GeV : 
9.5xSM (10xSM exp)

mll<thr (suppr. HÆZg)

ATLAS : 11xSM (≈9 exp)

HÆg*gÆllg

Dalitz decay

SM BR(H→(J/ψ)γ) = 2.8 10−6  for the 125 GeV Higgs 
UL on BR(H→(J/ψ)γ) = 1.5 10−3
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Fiducial and Differential 
cross sections
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Towards precision
Fiducial cross sections: reduce model dependence 
                                       (remove acceptance corrections measuring in a fiducial region) 

Differential cross sections: compare differentially theoretical predictions 

Measurement structure 

For each differential observable: 
- define a fiducial phase space at generator level to match analysis acceptance 
- extract signal for each bin of the observable (repeat the analysis for each bin) 
- unfold the measurement from reconstructed to generator level quantities 

   (ATLAS bin-by-bin / iterative, CMS combined with the signal extraction / regularization) 
- compare the SM/BSM theoretical prediction

Different observables are sensitive to different parameters of the Higgs sector, e.g.: 
pTH, yH                                 production process, QCD radiation, proton PDF 
Njets, pTj, yj                         QCD radiation 
cos ϑ*, Δϕjj                      spin CP 
Δϕγγ,jj, Zeppenfeld    VBF production

Decay channels studied so far: H→γγ, H→ZZ→4 leptons, H→WW leptonic 
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H→γγ
Large background but clean signal because of high mass resolution 
Fiducial cross sections: 

ATLAS measured: 
            theory: 

CMS measured: 
         theory: 
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Combination H→γγ,H→ZZ 
Statistical uncertainty reduced by ~30% on average 
Measurements extrapolated to total cross section: acceptances  

56-62% (H→γγ) 44-53% (H→ZZ*→4l)  
Four variables are studied:  pTH, yH, Njets, pTj1   

p-value = 5.5%         p-value = 9%
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Fiducial cross sections

ATLAS: combined H→ZZ and H→γγ channels CMS:  H→γγ channel
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BSM Higgs
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2HDM + S

NMSSMMSSM/hMSSM

non resonant HH

Invisible Higgs triplet

H→ττ 
H→bb 
H→μμ 
H→γγ 
H+→τ+ν 
A→Zh 
…

resonant X→hh BSM decay  
h→aa  
h→ss

h→4μ 
h→μμττ 
h→μμbb 
h→bbττ 
h→4γ  
h→4b

low mass 
h→γγ 
h→bb

bb+ a→ττ

VBF, ZH 
mono jet 
mono V 
ttH 
h→χχ→γMET

H++

LFV
H→μτ 
H→eτ 
H→eμ

etc..

A map of BSM Higgs searches

indirect contraints from H couplings
2HDM

Additional Higgs bosons or BSM decays of the Higgs
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Selected examples

Byproducts of SM-like analysis: 
Indirect constraints on BSM from couplings 
Extending SM analysis to high masses: H→τ+τ-, H→ZZ 
Double Higgs resonant / non resonant (self coupling) 

Link with low energy LFV experiments 
      H→eτ H→μτ H→eμ 

Link with DM searches: 
Invisible Higgs
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Indirect constrains from Run 1 on BRBSM
BR in the various decay modes are sensitive to the H-width (which includes invisible decays) 
⇒ to measure individual couplings need assumptions on the H-width. 
Two scenarios: 

-         BRBSM = 0  
-         BRBSM ≥ 0, constrain KW ≤ 1, KZ ≤1 (Kv≤1)

Parameter value
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

BSMBR

γκ

gκ

bκ

τκ

tκ

Wκ

Zκ

 Run 1LHC
 PreliminaryCMS  and ATLAS

 1≤ Vκ
=0BSMBR

σ 1±
σ 2±

Figure 14: Fit results for the two parameterisations allowing BSM loop couplings, with V  1, where V stands
for Z or W , or without additional BSM contributions to the Higgs boson width, i.e. BRBSM = 0. The measured
results for the combination of ATLAS and CMS are reported together with their uncertainties. The error bars
indicate the 1� (thick lines) and 2� (thin lines) intervals. The uncertainties are not indicated when the parameters
are constrained and hit a boundary, namely V = 1 or BRBSM = 0.
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Figure 15: Observed and expected negative log-likelihood scan of BRBSM, shown for the combination of ATLAS
and CMS in the case of the parameterisation allowing non-SM loop couplings with additional BSM contributions
to the Higgs boson width. This corresponds to the constraint V  1 in Fig. 14. The red horizontal line at 3.84
indicates the log-likelihood variation corresponding to the 95% CL upper limit, as discussed in Section 3.2.

the data and the SM predictions is 65%.

A di�erent view of the relation between the fitted coupling modifiers and the SM predictions is presented
in Fig. 18 which shows the same results as those of Fig. 17, expressed this time as reduced coupling
modifiers defined as:

yV , i =

r
V , i

gV , i

2v
=
p
V , i

mV , i

v
, (11)

for the weak vector bosons with mass mV , where gV , i is the absolute Higgs boson coupling strength and
v is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, and:

yF, i = F, i
gF, ip

2
= F, i

mF, i

v
, (12)

for fermions as a function of their mass mF , assuming a SM Higgs boson with a mass of 125.09 GeV. The
linear scaling of the reduced coupling modifiers as a function of the particle masses indicates qualitatively
the consistency of the measurements with the SM. The same plot is shown in Fig. 27 in Appendix B,
which also shows at the bottom the ratios of the reduced coupling modifiers to the SM predictions.

37

BRBSM < 0.34 @ 95%CL
p-value = 11%
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Indirect constrains from Run 1on 2HDM

3.1 Indirect constraints from the couplings of the H0 5
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Figure 1: General constraints on the 2HDM parameter space obtained from the compatibil-
ity with the observed couplings of the H0 when interpreted as the h. The lines show the
contours which restrict the allowed parameter space at the 95% CL for a 2HDM of (left)
type-I and (right) type-II. The contours have been obtained from an increase of the test statis-
tic, q(cos(b � a), tan b), as defined in the text by Dq = 5.99 relative to the minimum in the
cos(b � a)–tan b plane, corresponding to a 95% confidence region for a c2 function with two
degrees of freedom. The observed constraints are shown in black. The expected constraints
assuming just the SM Higgs sector are indicated by the red continuous line.

where the li correspond to the points in a 3-dimensional grid. Under the 2HDM and the
hMSSM scenario the li are related reducing the dimensionality of L and q to a two-dimensional
hyperplane in the space of {li}: in the 2HDM the li depend only on a and b, leading to a de-
pendency that can be expressed as q(cos(b � a), tan b); in the hMSSM they depend on mA and
tan b, leading to a dependency that can be expressed as q(mA, tan b). The relations used for
each scenario are given in Table 2.

The 95% CL exclusion contours in the 2HDM of type-I and II, as obtained from the observed
couplings of the H0, in the cos(b � a)–tan b plane, are shown in Figure 1 (left) and (right).
The contours have been obtained from an increase of q, relative to the absolute minimum of
Dq = 5.99, corresponding to a 95% confidence region for a c2 function with two degrees of free-
dom. The observed exclusion contours are shown in black. The expected exclusion contours,
assuming only the SM Higgs sector, are indicated by the red continuous line. Also shown
are the expectation by the SM (indicated by the red dashed line) and the likelihood estimate
(indicated by the black cross).

In the 2HDM of type-I, small values of tan b produce large deviations in the absolute size of
kF = ku = kd except for the region around cos(b � a) = 0 (the alignment limit at which the
SM Higgs couplings are obtained and the h is effectively decoupled from the rest of the Higgs
sector). This can be understood from Table 2 (second column), where sin b ! 0 will enhance
any deviation from the SM couplings for cos a 6= 0. In the 2HDM of type-II, the same is true for
ku. In addition for large values of tan b the coupling to down-type fermions takes large values
as shown in Figure 1 (right). The constraints at low and high values of tan b are dominated by
the constraints on the couplings of the h to the top-quark (largely through the top-quark loop in
the gluon-fusion production process) and the t, respectively. The small lobe observed at large
tan b and cos(b � a) > 0 is due to the fact that kd is negative in this region while ku is positive.

2 doublets, 5 Higgs bosons (CP-even h (SM-like), H; CP-odd A, charged H+, H-) 
Physical basis: 7 variables (mh,mH,mA,mH±,mixing angle α of the mixing matrix M2, tan(β) 
ratio of Higgs vevs, soft Z2-breaking mass parameter m12)

Reinterpret constrains on ku,kd,kV:  
assume h is the 125 GeV and put constraints on tan(β) - cos(α-β). 
Data favours the “alignment” limit cos(β−α) → 0, i.e. h couplings close to SM Higgs boson 

type-I: SU(2)L doublets couple to both up- and down-type fermions equally type-II: one doublet couples exclusively to up-type and the other 
exclusively to down-type fermions

HIG-16-007HIG-16-007
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Extension to high mass: H→τ+τ-

Interpretation: model independent (σxBR(ϕ→ττ)) and several MSSM benchmark  
Sensitivity already exceeds ATLAS Run-1 for mA>700 GeV.  

Clear signature, discriminating variable: 

MSSM H⇾ττ 
• 13 TeV !  !
!

• Key channel: Hττ provides sensitivity in 
MSSM at high tanβ, and in 2HDM at the 
alignment limit#
!
!
!
!

• Analysis targets three channels with different τ decay 
modes: !

• τhad τhad (Single τhad trigger , OS candidates, 
DeltaPhi>2.7)!

• τl τhad (Single lepton trigger, OS candidate 
DeltaPhi>2.4, MT range)!
!

• Misidentified leptons estimated on data !
!
!

• Discriminant variable: total MT of the system  

7

ATLAS-CONF-2015-061

MSSM H⇾ττ 
• 13 TeV !  !
!

• Key channel: Hττ provides sensitivity in 
MSSM at high tanβ, and in 2HDM at the 
alignment limit#
!
!
!
!

• Analysis targets three channels with different τ decay 
modes: !

• τhad τhad (Single τhad trigger , OS candidates, 
DeltaPhi>2.7)!

• τl τhad (Single lepton trigger, OS candidate 
DeltaPhi>2.4, MT range)!
!

• Misidentified leptons estimated on data !
!
!

• Discriminant variable: total MT of the system  

7

ATLAS-CONF-2015-061

MSSM H⇾ττ 
• Model independent and model dependent results in several MSSM benchmarks!
!
!

8

No evidence for BSM Higgs!
!
Sensitivity already exceeds 
ATLAS Run-1 for mA>700 
GeV. !
!
The most stringent 
constraints on tanβ for the 
search excludes tanβ>10 for 
mA=200 GeV

ATLAS-CONF-2015-061

ATLAS-CONF-2015-061  ATLAS-CONF-2015-061  
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Extension to high mass: H→ZZ
Various decay channels: 4l, 2l2nu, 2l2q

H⇾ZZ⇾4l  

20

• Extension at high mass of the SM analysis shown yesterday by Luca Fiorini 
• Narrow resonance search: up to 1 TeV

• Includes interpretation in 2HDM (mH vs tan(β), type1 and type2)

CMS-PAS-HIG-15-004 

• Search for high mass Spin0 and Spin2 
resonances 


• Competitive above 500 GeV

• Both resolved (jj, tagged and untagged) 

and boosted (J) analysis

• Simultaneous fit to mllj and mlljj SR and 

CR for merged and resolved analysis 

H⇾ZZ⇾2l2q

24

ATLAS-CONF-2016-016

H⇾ZZ⇾2l2ν 

23

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-001 
ATLAS-CONF-2016-012

EWS Singlet

23

EWS

Narrow-width, 
heavy-Higgs boson

!
• 2 leptons + ETmiss / MT!

• Data driven modelling of backgrounds —> good prediction of tails !
• ATLAS: Limits on narrow width high mass resonance and RS graviton !
• CMS: high mass resonance + EW Singlet and 2HDM
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Resonant HH searches
(Non resonant also studied, look in “prospects slides” for self-coupling)

Most promising channels are being probed: 
bb bb   : resolved regime (boosted >1TeV) 
bb WW : leptonic final states 
bb ττ     : bbτeτh, bbτμτh, bbτhτh 
bb γγ     : mass resolution, low stat

DiHiggs Searches

10

ATLAS: Phys. Rev. D 92, 092004 (2015)

Large number of final states being probed 

 CMS: arXiv:1603.06896

DiHiggs Searches

10

ATLAS: Phys. Rev. D 92, 092004 (2015)

Large number of final states being probed 

 CMS: arXiv:1603.06896

DiHiggs Searches 
• Non-Resonant production (self-coupling) 

• First results starting to arrive 


• SM production requires ~O(3/ab)@14TeV


• Excesses of non resonant hh production 
—> new physics


• Resonant production 

• Predicted in the 2HDM: for some 
parameters of these models H—>hh is 
the dominant decay channel (low tanβ 
and 2mh<mH<2mt)


• Radion (spin-0) and Graviton (spin-2) 
interpretation (M>250 GeV)

9

Phys. Rev. D 92, 092004 (2015)  arXiv:1603.06896  
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LFV: H→eτ H→µτ H→eµ

H→μτ 

CMS: 2.4σ excess in Run 1. No excess found in Run 2, 
but not enough to exclude Run 1. 
ATLAS: no significant excess

● Small deviations per 
category (at most 
~1sigma)

!

● Hemu and Heτ fits 
compatible with 0

30

CMS:'Run'I'Best'Fit'H→eτ 
ATLAS: Br(H→eτ) < 1.04% (exp. 1.21%) at 95% CL  
CMS:    Br(H→eτ) < 0.69% (exp. 0.75%) at 95% CL  
(Indirect limits are at 10% from τ→eγ)

H→eμ 
no excess observed. Limits: 
Br(H→eμ) < 0.36 10-3 (exp. 0.48 10-3) at 95% CL  
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Invisible Higgs
Invisible Higgs Decays

31

Higgs decays to undetected particles   ! connection to Dark Matter Searches 
 

ATLAS: JHEP 11(2015)206

!
• Challenging signature: ETmiss!

• Use associated production (WH and ZH) and 
weak vector boson fusion (VBF) to tag the 
events


• Background modelling (QCD/WJets/DY) is key 
Use VBF or VH production modes to tag the events 
Main challenge: model bkg (QCD, Wjets, DY) 
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SuperCDMS (90% CL)
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Scalar WIMP
Majorana WIMP
Vector WIMP

ATLAS

Higgs portal model:
ATLAS 90% CL in

-1 = 7 TeV,  4.5-4.7 fbs
-1 = 8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

Vis. & inv. Higgs boson decay channels
]inv, BRγZκ, γκ, gκ, µκ, τκ, bκ, tκ, Zκ, Wκ[

<0.22 at 90% CL
inv

 assumption:  BRW,ZκNo 

Figure 9: ATLAS upper limit at the 90% CL on the WIMP–nucleon scattering cross section in a Higgs portal model
as a function of the mass of the dark-matter particle, shown separately for a scalar, Majorana fermion, or vector-
boson WIMP. It is determined using the limit at the 90% CL of BRinv < 0.22 derived using both the visible and
invisible Higgs boson decay channels. The hashed bands indicate the uncertainty resulting from varying the form
factor fN by its uncertainty. Excluded and allowed regions from direct detection experiments at the confidence
levels indicated are also shown [119–127]. These are spin-independent results obtained directly from searches for
nuclei recoils from elastic scattering of WIMPs, rather than being inferred indirectly through Higgs boson exchange
in the Higgs portal model.

26

“Higgs portal”: Higgs is the only 
mediator (assume WIMP weak 
interacting with all other SM particles) 

Couplings parameterised as  
σ(WIMP-nucleon)  
via Higgs boson exchange 

WIMP mass < mH/2

arXiv:1509.00672v2 

Combine all the visible and invisible Higgs boson 
decay channels.
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High mass diphoton
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Analysis strategy
The analysis is extremely simple ! 

- 2 isolated high pT photons (easy to trigger on, easy to reconstruct) 
- categorize events on S/B to maximize sensitivity  

- Energy scale, resolution and efficiencies from data 

- Find a suitable background parametrization 
- Hp test on bkg only hypothesis (bump hunt)

Spin 0 / 2:
CMS:  
   one analysis reinterpreted with the two hypothesis 

   - bkg parametrization on MC 
ATLAS:  

Two analysis:  
different selection 

- spin 0: pTγ /Mγγ> 0.4 (0.3) 
- spin 2: pTγ> 55GeV 

different bkg parametrization 
- spin 0: parametrization from data  
- spin 2: MC-γγ + Data γj,jj ; mixed on data driven purity 

BACKGROUND MODELING (SPIN 0)

02/06/2016DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 8

• Function chosen from a family of nested function

• Number of free parameters = k + 2
• k = 0 was chosen with Fisher test

• On functions passing spurious signal test
• Minimum number of parameters to follow the background 

distribution

• Background is fitted to data with a functional form
• Spurious signal (SS) to test functional forms:

• Using a very high statistic MC (irreducible) and data from control region (reducible) 
to build a full background template

• Fit the template with signal + background (to be tested) for each mass hypotesis
• SS is the number of fitted signal events on the background template
• SS used as a systematic (centered at 0) uncertainty on Nsignal

Mass Spectra @ 3.8 T

11 Livia Soffi

● Fit M⇥⇥  in 0.5-4.5 TeV in 4 categories: (EBEB, EBEE)x(3.8T, 0T)

Is there a X(750) signal?
CMS-EXO-16-018
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Mass spectraMass Spectra @ 3.8 T

11 Livia Soffi

● Fit M⇥⇥  in 0.5-4.5 TeV in 4 categories: (EBEB, EBEE)x(3.8T, 0T)

Is there a X(750) signal?
CMS-EXO-16-018Mass Spectra @ 0 T

12 Livia Soffi

Mar`16

Is there a X(750) signal?
CMS-EXO-16-018

DI-PHOTON CANDIDATES INVARIANT MASS IN DATA, 3.2 FB-1, √S = 13 TEV

DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 1102/06/2016

ATLAS-CONF-2016-018ATLAS-CONF-2016-018

DI-PHOTON CANDIDATES INVARIANT MASS IN DATA, 3.2 FB-1, √S = 13 TEV

DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 1102/06/2016

ATLAS-CONF-2016-018ATLAS-CONF-2016-018
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Largest p-values 

Upper Limits & P-values

13 Livia Soffi

S
p
in

 0

G/m = 1.4x10-4 G/m = 1.4x10-2 G/m = 5.6x10-2

● Show results combining 3.8T and 0T datasets
● Spin-0 / Spin-2 results interpretation, for 3 width hypotheses

Is there a X(750) signal?

CMS-EXO-16-018

Significance of largest excess

14 Livia Soffi

● Largest excess observed for mX = 760 GeV and narrow width 
hypotheses

● Local significance: 2.8-2.9σ depending on the spin hypothesis.
 � Trial factors from sampling distribution of min(p0),

     considering all the 6 signal hypotheses (spin and width).

● “Global” significance < 1σ

● Excess mostly driven by EBEB,  
3.8T category.

Is there a X(750) signal?

CMS-EXO-16-018

Maximum local significance

3.9 σ

STATISTIC ANALYSIS

DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 12

• Test of the compatibility of the data with the background only hypothesis
• Using frequentist techniques and profile likelihood ratio for μ (signal) ≥ 0 
• Test each [mass, width] to find maximum local significance

• Maximum local significance around 750 GeV 
• k/Mpl = 0.23 (for spin 2) corresponding to Γ = 57 GeV
• Γ = 45 GeV (for spin 0)

02/06/2016

Maximum local significance

3.8 σ

ATLAS-CONF-2016-018

Signal + background model

Maximum local significance

3.9 σ

STATISTIC ANALYSIS

DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 12

• Test of the compatibility of the data with the background only hypothesis
• Using frequentist techniques and profile likelihood ratio for μ (signal) ≥ 0 
• Test each [mass, width] to find maximum local significance

• Maximum local significance around 750 GeV 
• k/Mpl = 0.23 (for spin 2) corresponding to Γ = 57 GeV
• Γ = 45 GeV (for spin 0)

02/06/2016

Maximum local significance

3.8 σ

ATLAS-CONF-2016-018

Signal + background model

CMS:  
local p-value 2.8σ (2.9σ)      
         spin 0 (2) hypothesis. 
global p-value < 1σ   

ATLAS:  
local p-value 3.89 (3.8σ)   
         spin 0 (2) hypothesis 
global p-value < 2.1σ  
          both spin hypothesis
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Combined 8 + 13 TeV

ATLAS: 
local p-values:  
spin 0 : ~2 σ 
spin 2 : no excess  

Compatibility Run 1/ Run 2 
Spin 2 : ggF: 2.7 σ, qq 3.3 σ  
Spin 0 : ggF: 1.2 σ, qq 2.1 σ 

CMS 
local p-value: 3.4σ  
global p-value: 1.6σ 
m∈[500, 3500] GeV,        
all signal hypotheses

What about run1?

DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 15

• 8 TeV data re-analysis
• Same kinematic selection as before, update of calibration and systematics
• For spin 2 selection no significant excess is observed
• For spin 0 selection there is 2 σ significance at 750 GeV
• Increase in the cross section (for 750 GeV): 4.7 (gluon, gluon), 2.7 (q, q)

• Spin 2 compatibility run I-II: Gluon gluon production: 2.7 σ, qq production 3.3 σ
• Spin 0 compatibility run I-II: Gluon gluon production: 1.2 σ, qq production 2.1 σ

02/06/2016

ATLAS-CONF-2016-018 ATLAS-CONF-2016-018

What about run1?

DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 15

• 8 TeV data re-analysis
• Same kinematic selection as before, update of calibration and systematics
• For spin 2 selection no significant excess is observed
• For spin 0 selection there is 2 σ significance at 750 GeV
• Increase in the cross section (for 750 GeV): 4.7 (gluon, gluon), 2.7 (q, q)

• Spin 2 compatibility run I-II: Gluon gluon production: 2.7 σ, qq production 3.3 σ
• Spin 0 compatibility run I-II: Gluon gluon production: 1.2 σ, qq production 2.1 σ

02/06/2016

ATLAS-CONF-2016-018 ATLAS-CONF-2016-018

Results Normalized to 13 TeX x-sec

16 Livia Soffi

 

● Largest excess observed at mX = 750 GeV and for narrow width.

 � Local significance: 3.4⇤
 � Taking into account mass range 500-3500 GeV and all signal 
hypotheses, “global” significance becomes 1.6⇤

● Compared to single analyses, sensitivity improved by 20-40%

⌅13TeV/⌅8TeV = 4.7

Is there a X(750) signal?
CMS-EXO-16-018

(combined cross sections using Pythia ggF 8TeV/13TeV  0.22 @ 750GeV)
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Sideband comparisons
KINEMATIC PROPRIETIES OF THE EXCESS REGION

FULL COLLECTION OF PLOTS IN THE PAPER (OR IN BACKUP)

02/06/2016DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 16

02/06/2016DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 21

KINEMATIC PROPRIETIES OF THE EXCESS REGION
FULL COLLECTION OF PLOTS IN THE PAPER (OR IN BACKUP)

02/06/2016DI-PHOTON RESONANCES, SIMONE MAZZA ON 
BEHALF OF THE ATLAS COLLABORATION 16

No pattern is observed
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Spin off analysis Zγ 

19 Livia Soffi

● 8 TeV

● 13 TeV

CMS-EXO-16-019
CMS-EXO-16-014

Is there a X(750) signal?

Z+  Mass Spectra ⇧

No excess observed. Combination ongoing

Z+  Analyses Results⇧

20 Livia Soffi

● 8 TeV

● 13 TeV

● 13 TeV results do not include 
Z l� +l- BR

Is there a X(750) signal?

CMS-EXO-16-014
CMS-EXO-16-019

Z+  Analyses Results⇧

20 Livia Soffi

● 8 TeV

● 13 TeV

● 13 TeV results do not include 
Z l� +l- BR

Is there a X(750) signal?

CMS-EXO-16-014
CMS-EXO-16-019
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Projections
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SM Higgs couplings
Two scenarios considered: 

- systematic unc. as  Run1/sqrt(N) and theory/2 
- systematic unc. as in Run1 

4.5 Spin-parity 17

Table 3: Precision on the measurements of k

g

, kW , kZ, kg, kb, kt and k

t

. These values are obtained
at

p
s = 14 TeV using an integrated dataset of 300 and 3000 fb�1. Numbers in brackets are

% uncertainties on couplings for [Scenario 2, Scenario 1] as described in the text. For the fit
including the possibility of Higgs boson decays to BSM particles d the 95% CL on the branching
fraction is given.
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Figure 14: Estimated precision on the measurements of ratios of Higgs boson couplings (plot
shows ratio of partial width. It will be replaced by a plot of ratio of couplings by the time
of the pre-approval. Uncertainties are 1/2). The projections assume

p
s = 14 TeV and an

integrated dataset of 300 fb�1 (left) and 3000 fb�1 (right). The projections are obtained with the
two uncertainty scenarios described in the text.

where f (i),µn ( f̃ (i),µn) is the (conjugate) field strength tensor of a Z boson with polarization vector
ei and v the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. The spin-zero models 0+ and 0�
correspond to the terms with a1 and a3, respectively.

Four independent real numbers describe the process in Eq. (2), provided that the overall rate
is treated separately and one overall complex phase is not measurable. For a vector-boson
coupling, the four independent parameters can be represented by two fractions of the corre-
sponding cross-sections ( fa2 and fa3) and two phases (fa2 and fa3). In particular, the fraction of
CP-odd contribution is defined under the assumption a2 = 0 as

fa3 =
|a3|2s3

|a1|2s1 + |a3|2s3
,

where si is the effective cross section of the process corresponding to ai = 1, aj 6=i = 0. Given the
measured value of fa3, the coupling constants can be extracted in any parameterization. For
example, following Eq. (2) the couplings will be

|a3|
|a1| =

s
fa3

(1 � fa3)
⇥

r
s1

s3
,

where s1/s3 = 6.240 for a Higgs boson with a mass of 126 GeV.

A fit is performed on the parameter fa3, which is effectively a fraction of events (corrected for
reconstruction efficiency) corresponding to the 0� contribution in the (D0� ,Dbkg) distribution.
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CP-odd contribution is defined under the assumption a2 = 0 as
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example, following Eq. (2) the couplings will be
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(a) gg double-Higgs fusion: gg → HH
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(b) WW/ZZ double-Higgs fusion: qq′ → HHqq′
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(c) Double Higgs-strahlung: qq̄′ → ZHH/WHH
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(d) Associated production with top-quarks: qq̄/gg → tt̄HH

Figure 1: Some generic Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs pair production at hadron
colliders.
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with ŝ and t̂ denoting the partonic Mandelstam variables. The triangular and box form
factors F△, F! and G! approach constant values in the infinite top quark mass limit,

F△ →
2

3
, F! → −

2

3
, G! → 0 . (6)

The expressions with the complete mass dependence are rather lengthy and can be found
in Ref. [11] as well as the NLO QCD corrections in the LET approximation in Ref. [18].

The full LO expressions for F△, F! and G! are used wherever they appear in the
NLO corrections in order to improve the perturbative results, similar to what has been
done in the single Higgs production case where using the exact LO expression reduces the
disagreement between the full NLO result and the LET result [7, 19].

For the numerical evaluation we have used the publicly available code HPAIR [44] in
which the known NLO corrections are implemented. As a central scale for this process
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Problem: to measure nH coupling need to measure (n-1)H production
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Much smaller cross sections    @ 14 TeV

~ 40 fb

~ 0.05 fb

Compared to ~50 pb for single Higgs(3 orders per extra H)

very
challenging

impossible

10 fb a 8 TeV (20 fb-1) ~200 HH/exp

•Several recent phenomenological studies Baur, Plehn, Rainwater (2003)
Dolan, Englert, Spannowsky (2012)
Baglio et al (2012)
Papaefstathiou, Yang, Zurita (2012)

‣In general need very large 
  luminosities 600-3000 fb-1

20%-30% uncertainty in triple Higgs coupling ?

4000 events at 100 fb-1   
HH next discovery at the LHC??

41

SM Higgs self-coupling

~40 fb @14TeV

~0.05 fb @14TeV

Reduced by 3 orders of magnitude every extra Higgs in the final state:
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with ŝ and t̂ denoting the partonic Mandelstam variables. The triangular and box form
factors F△, F! and G! approach constant values in the infinite top quark mass limit,
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The expressions with the complete mass dependence are rather lengthy and can be found
in Ref. [11] as well as the NLO QCD corrections in the LET approximation in Ref. [18].

The full LO expressions for F△, F! and G! are used wherever they appear in the
NLO corrections in order to improve the perturbative results, similar to what has been
done in the single Higgs production case where using the exact LO expression reduces the
disagreement between the full NLO result and the LET result [7, 19].

For the numerical evaluation we have used the publicly available code HPAIR [44] in
which the known NLO corrections are implemented. As a central scale for this process
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Much smaller cross sections    @ 14 TeV

~ 40 fb

~ 0.05 fb

Compared to ~50 pb for single Higgs(3 orders per extra H)

very
challenging

impossible

10 fb a 8 TeV (20 fb-1) ~200 HH/exp

•Several recent phenomenological studies Baur, Plehn, Rainwater (2003)
Dolan, Englert, Spannowsky (2012)
Baglio et al (2012)
Papaefstathiou, Yang, Zurita (2012)

‣In general need very large 
  luminosities 600-3000 fb-1

20%-30% uncertainty in triple Higgs coupling ?

4000 events at 100 fb-1   
HH next discovery at the LHC??

1

1 Introduction
The detailed studies of the properties of the observed Higgs boson [1–3] by the ATLAS and
CMS Collaborations are central components of the CERN LHC physics program. In the stan-
dard model (SM) all properties of the Higgs boson are predicted for a given mass of the Higgs
boson. The present measurements of the Higgs bosons couplings to fermions and bosons and
of the tensor structure of the Higgs boson interaction with electroweak gauge bosons show no
significant deviations [4, 5] with respect to the SM expectations. Physics beyond the SM (BSM)
can potentially lead to deviations from the SM predictions.

Studies of Higgs boson pair production at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will provide
insight on the Higgs boson trilinear coupling [6–12]. This measurement would directly probe
the Higgs field potential since the self-coupling is related to the third derivative of the Higgs
potential at its minimum. The process is also sensitive to other BSM effects, as new physics
can modify the rate of the production. The dominant Higgs boson pair production mode at
the LHC is through gluon fusion. Figure 1 shows the dominant Feynman diagrams. Di-Higgs
boson events can be produced via a box diagram and through the Higgs boson self-coupling
contribution. The two processes interfere destructively and the cross section is near minimum
for the SM. The Higgs boson pair production cross section is about 1000 times smaller than the
single Higgs boson production cross section. It should be noted that the cross section increases
by a factor of two if the Higgs boson self coupling is zero.

g

g H

t

H

g

g

t

H

H

H

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams contributing to gluon fusion Higgs boson pair production.

The gluon fusion production cross section for the Higgs boson pair production at a center of
mass energy of 14 TeV has been calculated to next-to-next-to-leading-order to be 40.7 fb [13, 14].
Other production modes potentially add another 10% to the total production cross section, but
have not been included in this study. A large amount of integrated luminosity is required in
order for these processes to be observed and measured. The signal events that are expected
to be produced per experiment at HL-LHC with 3000 fb�1 integrated luminosity are approxi-
mately 320, 9000, and 1500 events for bbgg, bbtt, and the leptonic decays of bbWW final states,
respectively.

The increased instantaneous luminosity required to reach this target is expected to be accompa-
nied by a significant increase in the number of overlapping inelastic collisions (pileup). The HL-
LHC is expected to operate with an average of 140 simultaneous pileup events. This presents a
serious challenge to the experiments in their ability to deal with this increased level of activity

Destructive interference btw trilinear and box. 
If trilinear coupling =0 cross section increases by 2.

Expected Nevts for 3000/fb:  
320 bbγγ, 9000 bbττ, and 1500 bbWW(leptonic)

 ~50 pb single Higgs

Expected significance for the HH :  
 - 0.5σ bbτμτh and 0.7σ bbτhτh  

  - 1.9σ combining bbττ and bbγγ 
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Figure 3: The average expected relative uncertainty in the di-Higgs cross section measurement
is shown as a function of the relative improvement in the photon (left) and b-tagging (right) se-
lection efficiency over the current performance estimate under the HL-LHC pileup conditions.
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Figure 4: The average expected relative uncertainty in the di-Higgs cross section measurement
is shown as a function of the integrated luminosity (left) and the relative contribution of the
non-resonant background.

4 bbtt final state
4.1 Object selection and performance

The signal events of interest contain two high pT taus and two high pT jets originating from
b quarks. Di-tau final states tµth, and thth, where h denotes hadronic tau decays, and µ de-
notes tau decays to muons, are considered. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algo-
rithm with the resolution parameter equal to 0.4. The jets are corrected for pileup effects using
the FastJet technique [24, 25, 27]. Jet pileup identification is developed in Delphes using the
track related and jet shape variables [24]. The efficiency of the jet pileup identification is 0.95
with a pileup jet rate of 0.20. The Emiss

T resolution is critical for the di-tau mass reconstruction.
Without pileup mitigation the resolution is on average 50 GeV with 140 pileup interactions.
With pileup identification the Emiss

T resolution in Delphes is reduced to about 25 GeV. The ef-
ficiency of selecting jets originating from b quarks and tau hadronic decays are parameterized
in Delphes. To further reduce background events with light jets mimicking hadronic tau de-
cays it is required that jets originating from hadronic tau decays contain an isolated track. With
the upgraded Phase-II detector and this selection, a tau identification efficiency of about 55%
is possible while keeping miss-tag rates for light-jets to be less than 0.5%. The working point
used for b-tagging has an average efficiency of 0.68 with 0.1 and 0.01 mistag rates from c-quarks

bbγγ

HH → bbWW: 95% CL Limits 

❖ Expected 95% CL upper limits on the HH → bbWW → bb l̄lνν production 
cross section relative to the SM expectation, as a function of the systematic 
uncertainty on the background prediction. Assuming 3000/fb, data 
driven techniques will constraint the t t̄ uncertainties to the per cent level, 
as demonstrated by preliminary studies. 

34

data driven estimate on tt expected at 1%

bbWW
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Summary
ATLAS and CMS combined results allow to exploit the full LHC potential on Higgs Physics: 

√2 improvement on sensitivity from combination 
o(0.2%) mass precision  mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV 

o(10%) coupling precision μ = 1.09 +0.11 -0.10 (most constrained model) 
In less constrained models couplings are also in agreement within SM predictions 

First differential cross sections measurements were performed and found in agreement  
with SM prediction (within the large statistical uncertainty) 

Searches for BSM Higgs are continuing on several fronts.  
Important links with other HEP fields 

Diphoton excess at 750 GeV could be confirmed for ICHEP: 
If still there: It would be just amazing !! 

width / spin / differentials  
associate production 
correlated final states: Zγ, WW, tt, VV,
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More material
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ATLAS
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Loops

Scaling of σ’s and BR’s with κ’s 
•  Loops&can&be&resolved&or&parameterized&with&an2effecAve2κ2

–  No&effec=ve&couplings&for&ggZH&and&tH&&
because&of&the&limited&sensi=vity&&

&
&
•  not&measured&κ’s&are&scaled&as&similar&ones:&&κc=κt&,&κμ=κτ&,&κs=κb&

Sep&1,&2015& Marco&Pieri&UC&San&Diego& 21&

"&

Computed for 8 TeV at mH=125.09 GeV
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Input analyses
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µ vs. mass
µ vs mass 

Sep&1,&2015& Marco&Pieri&UC&San&Diego& 36&
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Main production processes

/Z 
/Z 

d�(h1h2 ! cd) =
R 1
0 dx1dx2

P
a,b fa/h1

(x1, Q
2)fb/h2

(x2, Q
2)d�̂ab!cd(Q2)
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Main production processes
ggZH: O(10%) effect on VHbb in SM,  
                          higher pT than VH

tHq+tHW possible large effect  if negative couplings

bbH (counter part of ttH) included in ggF
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Differential H→γγ

sensitive to CP
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H→ZZ→4 leptons

Compatible with SM predictions but very large statistical uncertainties

Low background, high mass resolution, but low statistics 
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H→WW→ lν l’ν’
Different flavour and opposite charge. Large σxBR, but low mass (ETmiss) resolution  
   ⇒large off diagonal elements in the unfolding matrix 

Fiducial cross sections:  
ATLAS (ggF only) σfid= 36.0 ± 7.2 (stat.) ± 6.4 (syst.) ± 1.0 (lumi) fb  

                                   theory : 25.1 ± 2.6 fb  
      CMS     σfid = 38 ± 8 (stat.) ± 9 (syst.) fb  

                   theory : 48 ± 8 fb 

(ATLAS: iterative bayesian, CMS: Tikhonov regularization) 
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Direct measurement
SM width ~4 MeV 
Strongly limited by the mass (energy/momentum) resolution of the detector 
Scanning the γγ, ZZ(3D) likelihood vs. the width parameter

Upper Limit 3.4 GeV 
(exp 2.8 GeV)
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off-shell ZZ production: method

In general:

From the ratio of the two cross sections we can infer the width

Caola-Melnikov arXiv:1307.4935

on
-s

he
ll

of
f-s

he
ll

on peak

off peak �i!H!f ⇠
g2i g

2
f

M2
4l
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off-shell ZZ production: results
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Mass measurement
The Higgs boson mass is the (non-predicted) parameter from which the whole 
phenomenology of the SM-Higgs sector is derived

High mass resolution channels: H→γγ and  H→ZZ→4 leptons

MH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV = ± 0.21 (stat.) ± 0.11(syst.) GeV 

Opposite trends in H→γγ / H→ZZ  in ATLAS / CMS: p-value~10% 
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H→γγ CMS

Z→ee 
 Z-scale energy  
 Electrons 
Systematics: 
 energy scale/resolution 
 ±50 MeV

H→ee 
 H-scale energy  
 Electrons 
Systematics: 
 Non-linearity 
 ±100 MeV

H→γγ 
 H-scale energy  
 Photons 
Systematics: 
 Electron/photon  
 differences 
 ±100 MeV

BOOST 90 → 125  (high pT Z)
E

LE
C

TR
O

N
S

 →
 P

H
O

TO
N

S
 (M

C
)

Get the statistical uncertainty by fixing  
the  nuisance to their best values
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Energy scale systematic uncertainties: 
(the mass uncertainty is still statistically dominated)

Mass measurement
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LFV constraints

14Blois 2016

LVF Higgs decays
◎ New physics can appear in an unexpected corner: lepton flavour violating 

Higgs decays allowed in BSM models, e.g. 2HDM
◎ Pre-LHC limits (*)

Channel Coupling Limit Higgs Br Limit

μ→eγ √|Y
eμ

|2+|Y
μe

|2 3.6 10-6 Br(H→eμ)<10-8

τ→eγ √|Y
eτ
|2+|Y

τe
|2 0.016 Br(H→eτ)<10%

τ→μγ √|Y
μτ

|2+|Y
τμ

|2 0.014 Br(H→μτ)<10%

(*) R.Harnik, J.Kopp, J.Zupan, arXiv:1209.1397 
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Charged Higgs: H+→τ+ν ; H +→tb
BSM THEORIES H+ H/A S ! VV

Search for H+ ! ⌧⌫H+ ! ⌧⌫H+ ! ⌧⌫ in association with a top quark at
p

s = 13 TeV
p

s = 13 TeV
p

s = 13 TeV
arXiv:1603.09203

Analysis Strategy for mH+ > mtopmH+ > mtopmH+ > mtop

“hadronic” ⌧ and top quark
Emiss

T > 150 GeV
e,µ veto
Njets � 3 & Nb-jets � 1
⌧had-vis with pT > 40 GeV
mTmTmT discriminating variable

mT =
q

2p⌧TEmiss
T (1 � cos��)

mT > 50 GeV

Maddalena Giulini on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration 7 / 20

BSM THEORIES H+ H/A S ! VV

Search for H+ ! ⌧⌫H+ ! ⌧⌫H+ ! ⌧⌫ in association with a top quark at
p

s = 13 TeV
p

s = 13 TeV
p

s = 13 TeV
arXiv:1603.09203

Results
SM predictions consistent with the data
results interpreted in the hMSSM scenario
main systematics: ⌧had-vis ID, t̄t model., stat. in misID jet! ⌧had-vis

Maddalena Giulini on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration 9 / 20

BSM THEORIES H+ H/A S ! VV

Search for H+ ! tbH+ ! tbH+ ! tb at
p

s = 8 TeV
p

s = 8 TeV
p

s = 8 TeV (JHEP03(2016)127)

H+H+H+ in association with a top quark
`+jets: one top decaying hadronically, the other leptonically
Nb-jets � 3: 2 from top decay, 1 from H+ decay

BDT output for t̄t + bb̄ bkg discrimination

BDT output
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Observed limit (CLs)

Expected limit (CLs)

σ 1±

σ 2±

xBR=1.65 pbσ=300 GeV, +Hm
Exp. limit with injected signal

=0.5β tanmod-
hxBR mσ

=0.7β tanmod-
hxBR mσ

=0.9β tanmod-
hxBR mσ

ATLAS
-1=8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

(tb)+tH→gb

Maddalena Giulini on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration 10 / 20

Charged Higgs

25

• Predicted in 2HDM/MSSM:#
• Dominantly produced in association with a top quark !

• Direct production searches for mH±>mt-mb  !
• Top quark decay searches for mH±<mt-mb  !
!

• Large variety of H± decays probed in Run I: tb, cs, τν ; VBF H±->W±Z —> No surprises 

CMS: JHEP11 (2015) 018   
JHEP 12 (2015) 1 

Low-mass H  
 almost completely#

excluded in MSSM scenarios

ATLAS: JHEP03(2016)127 ;  JHEP 03 (2015) 
088;  Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 231801 (2015)	  

Many H± decays probed in Run 1: tb, cs, τν ; VBF H±->W±Z 
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• high bb branching ratio + excellent γγ mass resolution

hh⇾bbγγ

16

Resonant Analysis: 
• radion (ΔΓ=1TeV) excluded for 

M<980 GeV

• RS1 KK graviton excluded for 325 

GeV-450 GeV (k/MPI=0.2)

 CMS: arXiv:1603.06896

Non-Resonant Analysis: 
• SM-like limit on the 
σ(gg⇾HH⇾bbγγ)<1.85(1.56)fb (74xσSM)


• Anomalous couplings interpretation:  
values of the self coupling excluded for 
κλ<-17 and κλ>25

8TeV

hh⇾4b
!
• Targets different mass regimes (resolved 

4b /boosted 2j) !
• Event selection selects 3/4 b-tagged jets 

such that two di-jet pairs are consistent 
with the Higgs mass.!

• Data driven background estimations !
• Non-resonant production of Higgs-boson 

pairs —>  less than 1.22 pb @ 95%CL!
!

11

ATLAS-CONF-2016-017
CMS-PAS-HIG-16-002

 ΓH = 1 GeV
CMS: upper limits at a 95% confidence level 

in the mass range from 260 to 1200 GeV

63

Resonant HH searches
bb bb: resolved/boosted regimes 
m(bb) consistent with h-mass

bb WW: leptonic final states 
BDT discriminantbbτeτh, bbτμτh, bbτhτh

bb γγ : large bb BR + γγ mass resolution

hh⇾WWbb

12

• Final state: 2l + 2b (mll not in the Z mass 
range)!

• Based on the invariant mass distribution of 
the b-jet pair!

• S/B discrimination through a BDT with 
kinematic variables

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-011

hh⇾bbττ
• Resonant and non-resonant interpretations 

• Categories: bbτeτh, bbτμτh, bbτhτh 


• Model independent search: Resonant limit: <1.53-0.082 pb (2.53-0.063) @95%CL

• Non Resonant limit as a function of κλ. 8.8 (7.2) pb (200xSM) for κλ=1

1414

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-012

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-013
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BSM THEORIES H+ H/A S ! VV

Search for H/A ! ⌧⌧H/A ! ⌧⌧H/A ! ⌧⌧ at
p

s = 13 TeV
p

s = 13 TeV
p

s = 13 TeV (ATLAS-CONF-2015-061)

� = H/A coupling to down-type fermion / tan�

at large tan�:
H/A ! ⌧⌧ cleaner signature
higher � for associated production with b-quarks

⌧had⌧had⌧had⌧had⌧had⌧had
• N⌧had � 2 pT > 135, 55 GeV
• ��(⌧had-vis,1, ⌧had-vis,2) > 2.7

⌧lep⌧had⌧lep⌧had⌧lep⌧had
• N` = 1 and N⌧had-vis = 1,
• p`/⌧T > 30/20 GeV
• ��(⌧had-vis, `) > 2.4

Maddalena Giulini on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration 11 / 20
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hMSSM   Projections

BSM THEORIES H+ H/A S ! VV

Summary

H+ ! tb, H+ ! ⌧⌫ searches
H/A ! ⌧⌧ , A ! Zh searches
VV resonance search
results compatible with SM

(JHEP06(2015)168 Djouadi, Maiani, Polosa, Quevillon, Riquer)
Maddalena Giulini on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration 19 / 20

JHEP 06 (2015) 168 Djouadi et al.
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H→ττ invariant mass
Discriminating variable: invariant mass of the ττ system, but you have 2v in the final state 

Simple approach: ignore the presence of the neutrinos and compute the visible mass mvis 

Good Data/MC agreement means both  
 good daata/MC in τ reco efficiency and E calibrations
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H→ττ invariant mass
“collinear approximation”: neutrino emission coincide with the tau direction 

The collinear approximation works better when the taus are highly boosted. 
The system of eq. is degenerate when the taus are back to back
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H→ττ invariant mass
Final choice was to use a likelihood fit to get the neutrino momenta:

V is the covariance matrix of the MET

Resolution: ~10 /15 / 20 % for τhτh / lτh / ll 
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WW scattering
Expected significance for the discovery of the longitudinal same-sign WW scattering


